
Walk in or 

Log in and

Drive Out!

GSA Fleet
Vehicle Sales



Great Selection and Quality
The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) is the federal agency that buys new vehicles 
and leases them to other federal agencies. When a vehicle’s leasing period ends, we sell it to 
the public. GSA Fleet auction vehicles have been used by government agencies for ordinary 
transportation purposes. None of the vehicles are military or repossessed vehicles; these vehicles 
are clean, detailed, and ready for you to drive home.

Public auctions held in-
lane and online nationwide

• Approximately 40
locations

• Internet sales at many
locations

• No registration or buyer’s
fees

Thousands buy from GSA 
Fleet every year

• Approximately 40,000
cars sold annually

• Specialized equipment
available

Great selection at every 
sale!

• Quality, well maintained
vehicles with popular
options

• Many popular makes and
models 

• Many low-mileage
vehicles available

• Wide selection of
alternative-fuel vehicles

Our website,
https://autoauctions.gsa.gov, 
provides lists of vehicles for 
sale, auction locations and times 
and explains the process.

The site will also link you 
directly to our online sales.

The GSA 3 STEP 
Process

1

Buy from the 
Manufacturers 

2

Lease to Government 
Agencies

3

Sell to the Public at Auction

2

How You Can Buy from GSA Fleet 
Vehicle Sales
Who can attend?
GSA Fleet vehicle sales are open to all 
members of the public. Some auction 
locations may display signage prohibiting 
public attendance. Please ignore these signs; 
they do not apply to GSA Fleet auctions. 

What should I know before attending an 
auction?
Find an auction near you at
https://autoauctions.gsa.gov. Read the 
terms and conditions of GSA Fleet sales 
completely before attending our auction. 
Make sure you have the accepted form of 
payment to pay for the vehicle immediately.

What do I do once I am at the auction? 
The day of the sale, you can register for the 
sale and use the inventory list to inspect 
vehicles on the lot at the auction location. 
You may start the vehicle, but driving is not 
allowed. To register, you must be at least 18 
years of age, provide a valid social security or 
taxpayer ID number, and must not be in debt 
to the U.S. government or be on the excluded 
parties list system.

Can I bid on more than one vehicle?
To increase your chance of a successful bid, 
review and select several vehicles you would 
want to bid on. Often several vehicles with the 
same make and model are being auctioned on 
the same day.

How do I pay?
Multiple payment options are available at most 
auction locations. Typically buyers pay with 
credit or debit card, cashier’s check or money 
order. Ask the auction location what methods 
of payment are accepted.

How do I Bid for Live Sales? 
Contact an auction location to register for 
a live sale or request to attend the auction 
online via Concurrent Live Broadcast. A list of 
auction locations can be found while 
searching for vehicles at 
https://autoauctions.gsa.gov.

How do I Bid for Internet Sales? 
Internet sale vehicles will display a “Bid Now” 
hyperlink on the 
https://autoauctions.gsa.gov. website.

Will GSA Fleet transport a vehicle to 
me? No. GSA Fleet does not provide 
transportation services.

Does GSA Fleet offer financing?
No. GSA Fleet does not offer any financing.
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Visit our website today
https://autoauctions.gsa.gov 

Register to 
receive email 
reminders of 

upcoming sales

Search for 
online vehicle 

sales

Find auction 
locations near 

you

Learn more 
about the 

auction process

Read the full 
terms and 

conditions of 
sale

GSA Fleet Vehicles 
Sales can be found on 
Facebook and Twitter.

@GSAFleetVehicleSales

@AutoAuctionsGSA

Contact us at:
autoauctions@gsa.gov
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